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 Acast

Host Peter Crouch

NEW: That Peter Crouch Podcast
Sports  That Peter Crouch Podcast: Back Stronger

Tall or
Nothing •

Acast

84

 Megaphone

Hosts Mark Kermode, Simon Mayo

Kermode & Mayo’s Take
TV  Film reviews, TV reviews, and all your conversation around movie and non-movie related stuff. Plus

a whole bunch of recommendations to watch in cinemas, on all streaming services and on physical

media. As well as the film and TV reviews, Mark and Simon will be talking about anything and…

Somethin'
Else

84

 Libsyn

Host Bill Maher

Club Random with Bill Maher
Comedy  Bill Maher rewrites the rules of podcasting the way he did in television in this series of one on

one, hour long conversations with a wide variety of unexpected guests in the undisclosed location

called Club Random. There’s a whole big world out there that isn’t about politics and Bill and his guests…

Bill Maher 84

 Omny Studio

Hosts Kate McClymont, Tom Steinfort

Liar, Liar: Melissa Caddick and the Missing Millions
True Crime  Since late 2020, the case of missing Sydney woman Melissa Caddick has captivated the

country. A seemingly successful businesswoman from Sydney's eastern suburbs went missing after

authorities raided her Dover Heights home amid questions over an unlicensed financial planning…

The Age
and

Sydney
Morning
Herald

83

 ART19

Hosts Scaachi Koul, Sarah Hagi

Scamfluencers
Society  You never really know someone…especially online. In today’s world, the power of influence

can be the quickest path to money and fame, and it often ends in ruin. These are the stories of the

world’s most insidious Scamfluencers. And we are their prey. On Wondery’s new weekly series, join co-…

Wondery 83

U.S. Podcast Charts • May 2022

The Podchaser 25 ranks the hottest up-and-coming podcasts in the U.S. during the month of May 2022. Eligible

podcasts have released their first episode within the last 90 days.
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Podchaser’s Power Score™ measures a podcast’s influence across platforms by synthesizing over 30 different data points, including real

listen data from top podcast apps, chart positions, social influence, and more. Questions? Contact cole@podchaser.com
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 Omny Studio

Host Andrea Gunning

Betrayal
True Crime  This is a story of a real-life fairytale gone horribly wrong. It’s a cautionary tale about a

marriage so filled with betrayal and deceit, that many people are still recovering from its path of

destruction. This is the story of Jenifer Faison. After 20 years apart, Jenifer reconnected with her…

iHeartPodcasts
and Glass
Podcasts

82

 ART19

Hosts Ilya Marritz, Andrea Bernstein

Will Be Wild
Politics  A new 8-part series about the forces that led to the January 6th insurrection and what

comes next. Through in-depth stories from a wide range of characters – from people who tried to

stop the attack to those who took part – hosts Andrea Bernstein and Ilya Marritz explore the…

Pineapple
Street Studios |

Wondery |
Amazon Music

81

 WNYC

Host Nancy Solomon

Dead End: A New Jersey Political Murder Mystery
True Crime  New Jersey politics is not for the faint of heart. But the brutal killing of John and

Joyce Sheridan, a prominent couple with personal ties to three governors, shocks even the most

cynical operatives. The mystery surrounding the crime sends their son on a quest for truth. Dead…

WNYC 81

 Megaphone

Hosts Erin Vanderhoof, Katie Nicholl

Dynasty by Vanity Fair
Society  Unimaginable secrets. Unyielding power. Devastating rifts and shocking allegiances.

With surprising new interviews as well as historic sound, Vanity Fair’s DYNASTY examines the ties that

bind the most influential families in the world today, taking you inside their lives for a glimpse at th…

Vanity Fair 80

 BBC

Host Jonny Dymond

Putin
Society  Jonny Dymond tells the extraordinary and revealing story of Vladimir Putin's life with the

help of guests who have watched, studied and dealt with the Russian president.

BBC Radio 4 80

U.S. Podcast Charts • May 2022

The Podchaser 25 ranks the hottest up-and-coming podcasts in the U.S. during the month of May 2022. Eligible

podcasts have released their first episode within the last 90 days.
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Podchaser’s Power Score™ measures a podcast’s influence across platforms by synthesizing over 30 different data points, including real

listen data from top podcast apps, chart positions, social influence, and more. Questions? Contact cole@podchaser.com
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 Omny Studio

Host Laura Beil

Sympathy Pains
True Crime  For 20 years, Sarah Delashmit told people around her that she had cancer,

muscular dystrophy, and other illnesses. She used a wheelchair and posted selfies from a hospital

bed. She told friends and coworkers she was trapped in abusive relationships, or that she was the…

iHeartPodcasts 79

 PRX

Host Blake de Pastino

Eons: Mysteries of Deep Time
Science  Dig into the past and explore the greatest mysteries of natural history with the team

behind the hit YouTube series PBS Eons. From the dawn of the dinosaurs to downtown Los Angeles,

we’re covering what we know — and what we still don’t know — about the history of life on Earth.

PBS 79

 Omny Studio

Host Hedley Thomas

The Teacher's Trial
True Crime  From Hedley Thomas and the journalists at The Australian, The Teacher's Trial follows

the events in the trial of Chris Dawson, who is accused of the murder of his wife Lynette Dawson. To

read The Australian's ongoing coverage of the trial search The Teacher's Trial or click here.

The Australian 79

 Megaphone

Hosts Elyse Willems, Jessica Vasami

30 Morbid Minutes
True Crime  30 Morbid Minutes investigates morbid and creepy topics, people, places, and

events, pulled from history and the headlines of today. Hosted by Jessica Vasami and Elyse Willems.

Rooster Teeth 78

 Omny Studio

Host Margaret Killjoy

Cool People Who Did Cool Stuff
History  As long as there’s been oppression, there’ve been people fighting it. This weekly podcast

dives into history to drag up the wildest rebels, the most beautiful revolts, and all the people who

long to be—and fight to be—free. It explores complex stories of resistance that offer lessons and…

Cool Zone
Media and

iHeartPodcasts

78

U.S. Podcast Charts • May 2022

The Podchaser 25 ranks the hottest up-and-coming podcasts in the U.S. during the month of May 2022. Eligible

podcasts have released their first episode within the last 90 days.
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Podchaser’s Power Score™ measures a podcast’s influence across platforms by synthesizing over 30 different data points, including real

listen data from top podcast apps, chart positions, social influence, and more. Questions? Contact cole@podchaser.com
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 Acast

Hosts Josh Widdicombe, James Acaster

Hypothetical The Podcast with Josh Widdicombe and
James Acaster
Comedy  Turning the tables on Josh Widdicombe and James Acaster, a different guest host each

week poses the hypothetical questions from their own TV show on Dave. How would James steal an

animal from London Zoo? How would Josh make everyone stop eating potatoes? Time for them to com…

Dave 78

 Anchor

Host PJ Vogt

Crypto Island
Cryptocurrency  A new series from a founding host of Reply All. Crypto Island explores the frontiers of

a strange new world. (This series is best experienced by beginning at episode one).

PJ Vogt 76

 Megaphone

Hosts Geoff Ramsey, Gus Sorola

ANMA
Comedy  Rooster Teeth started almost 20 years ago and two of its creators want to get together every

week to talk about their journeys, reminisce, and lament the Austin Texas that used to be. Gustavo Sorola

& Geoff Ramsey, two of the masterminds behind hits like Red vs Blue & Achievement Hunter, monetize…

Rooster
Teeth

76

 Omny Studio

Host Bill Camp

Forensic Files II
True Crime  In the aftermath of violent crimes, unexplainable accidents and other strange

occurrences, authorities search for answers in what was left behind. Listen as detectives, scientists and

other experts sift through the clues, analyze the evidence and piece together data — all in hopes of…

HLN 76

 ART19

Host Vanessa Grigoriadis

Run, Bambi, Run
True Crime  Laurie Bembenek was a Milwaukee police officer and Playboy Club bunny before being

arrested for the murder of her husband’s ex-wife, a crime she insisted she did not commit. Nicknamed

“Bambi Bembenek,” she became a tabloid fixation, a feminist cause célèbre and, after she escaped…

Apple TV+
/

Campside
Media

75

U.S. Podcast Charts • May 2022

The Podchaser 25 ranks the hottest up-and-coming podcasts in the U.S. during the month of May 2022. Eligible

podcasts have released their first episode within the last 90 days.
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Podchaser’s Power Score™ measures a podcast’s influence across platforms by synthesizing over 30 different data points, including real

listen data from top podcast apps, chart positions, social influence, and more. Questions? Contact cole@podchaser.com
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 Megaphone

Host Kevin Clark

The Ringer F1 Show
Sports  Your pit stop for everything Formula 1. Find Kevin Clark and guests like Juliet Litman, Ryan

Hunn, and Ryen Russillo recapping the newest season of 'Drive to Survive.' Then tune in every race

week on Wednesdays to hear Kevin Clark with guests like Russillo, Bill Simmons, and experts from…

The Ringer 75

 Omny Studio

Host Jamie Loftus

Ghost Church by Jamie Loftus
Society  Jamie Loftus investigates and interrogates American spiritualism, a century-old tradition

of communing with the dead that takes place in camps full of mediums across the country. Who is

drawn to these camps, how did the religion come together, and why are the tarot card readers…

Cool Zone
Media and

iHeartPodcasts

75

 Megaphone

Host Matthew Belloni

The Town with Matthew Belloni
Society  Puck founding partner Matthew Belloni takes you inside Hollywood, using exclusive

reporting and insight to explain the backstories on everything from Marvel movies to 'The Bachelor.'

Multiple times each week, Matt will touch on what is getting made and why, who is winning and…

The Ringer 75

 BBC

Host Abi Clarke

It’s… Wagatha Christie
TV  Dot, dot, dot. The tweet that brought the nation to a standstill... As Coleen Rooney and

Rebekah Vardy face off in court, comedian Abi Clarke delves deep into the WAG war so far.

BBC Radio 5
live

75

 Simplecast

Host Carlos King

Reality with The King
TV  Go behind the scenes of some of your favorite reality TV shows' most iconic moments. In

each episode, we rehash shocking betrayals, hilarious interactions and dramatic scenes from The

Real Housewives Franchise, Love & Marriage: Huntsville, The Bachelor, and much more. Join one o…

More Sauce &
Carlos King

74

U.S. Podcast Charts • May 2022

The Podchaser 25 ranks the hottest up-and-coming podcasts in the U.S. during the month of May 2022. Eligible

podcasts have released their first episode within the last 90 days.
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Want more? Get Podcast Reach, Demographics, &
Contacts at Your Fingertips with Pro.
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